FOREWORD
THE POWERS OF BLACKSKIN PIGMENTATION is based upon
Intuitive (original) Philosophical, Physiological and Psychological
Research initiated (and conducted) by the Author while enrolled at
the GRADUATE FACULTY of the NEW SCHOOL for SOCIAL RESEARCH
located on Manhattan Island, New York City (1979). THE POWERS OF
BLACKSKIN PIGMENTATION is a psycho-philosophical presentation of
a LIFE TIME investigation into the nature and function(s) of the
PIGMENT CELLS in the Sense Organ known as SKIN.
THE POWERS OF BLACKSKIN PIGMENTATION is the author’s second
major work in the discipline of philosophy/psychology, and was
officially completed on the I-Land of JAH MEK YA.
ON POWER
Except the Individual, the Race or the Nation has POWER that is exclusive, it
means that that Individual, Race, or Nation will be bound by the Will of the
Others who possess this great Qualification. Hence, it is advisable for the BLACK
MAN to get POWER of every kind. POWER in Education, Science, Industry,
Politics and Higher Government.
- MARCUS MOSIAH GARVEY
FIRST NATIONAL HERO, JAMAICA
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EDITOR’S NOTE:
NATURE: separates ALL “living things” into four (4) Major Kingdoms (groups);
namely MINERALS, PLANTS, ANIMAL S and MAN. All living things (except minerals)
are made up of CELLS, the ‘basic unit’ of LIFE. Cells not only differ in size and shape
– but more importantly, in function.
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On PSYCH-OLOGY
PSYCHE’

SOUL or SPIRIT, the Mind, Greek, Psyche (literally, breath, life

OLOGY

The science or study of

For thousands of years before Philosophy, Religion and Art had taken their
separate forms as we now know them, PSYCHOLOGY had existed in the form of
‘The Mysteries System’, such as those of Ancient Africa (Egypt), and Greece. After
the disappearance of ‘The Mysteries’, PSYCHOLOGY existed in the form of
‘Symbolic Teachings’, which were often times connected to the religion of the
period, as well as to varied disciplines such as Astronomy, Alchemy, Magic and the
more , modern Masonry, Occultism, and Theosophy. The word PSYCHOLOGY, like
many western scientific terms, has a Greek origin. It is composed of two (2) words
– PYSCHE – meaning Soul, Spirit, or Mind, and logos –meaning the study,
knowledge, or science of. Literally speaking, the word PSYCHOLOGY means the
study, knowledge, or science of the SOUL, SPIRIT, or MIND. When PSYCHOLOGY
emerged as an independent scientific discipline in Germany during the late 19th
century – as the offspring of Philosophy and Experimental Physiology – the great
minds of academic PSYCHOLOGY were figures such as Wundt, Helmholtz,
Ebbinghaus, Titchener and Kulpe. The basic task of PSYCHOLOGY then was to
discover the “basic elements” of conscious AWARENESS. It conceived of
awareness (consciousness) as being made up of ‘structural elements’ which were
closely correlated with/to the Activities occurring within the Sense–Organs of the
body (man.)
MAN’s awareness/consciousness of the external World , comes to him
through/via his sense-Organs of Feeling/Touch (Skin), Smelling (nostrils), Taste
(Tongue), Hearing (ears), Seeing (eyes), and Imagination (Brain). From these
organs of “sense activities”, the BRAIN receives its ‘impressions’ and MAN
perceives of the UNIVERSE in which he lives.

II
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SOLAR SYSTEM refers to the Sun (RA), and all the Objects that travel around it.
These objects include the EARTH, and eight (8?) other planets, Planet-like bodies
called Asteroids, Bodies of frozen Gases and Dust called Comets, and drifting
particles called Interplanetary Plasma.

The SUN, itself a star, is one of MILLIONS (of stars) found in a vast System of Stars
called the [MILKY WAY] GALAXY.
Ancient CULTURES /People worshipped the SUN as the Creator/ Sustainer
of LIFE on Earth. These include the EGYPTIANS in AFRICA, the SUMERIANS in ASIA,
the GREEKS in EUROPE, the AZTEC and MAYAS of CENTRAL AMERICA, and the
INCA INDIANS of SOUTH AMERICA. The SUN (vibrates) gives off ENERGIES in
several various forms. These include Visible Light Invisible infra-red. Ultra Violet
Light, X and gamma rays, radio wave, plasma, etc. ALL life forms on planet EARTH
utilize and depend on these radiant ENERGIES from the SUN. Many stars in the
MILKY WAY are themselves centers of (SUN/ SOLAR) SYSTEMS. The SUN, which is
looked upon as the Centre of the SOLAR SYSTEM, itself revolves around the
Magnetic Centre of the GALAXY.

The Milky Way, and BILLIONS of other Galaxies,
make up our (bound-less) Infinite Universe.
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EARTH is the only known planet that has sufficient oxygen-gas (O2) surrounding it
(etheric covering), and sufficient (H2O) water on its surface to support LIFE –as
we know it. EARTH is one of nine (9) planets that (revolve) circle around the SUN,
as part of our/ the SOLAR SYSTEM. All the planets including Pluto, the farthest
planet from the SUN, are surrounded by various “amounts” and “types” of gases.
There is no single generally-accepted explanation or theory as to when or how the
planet EARTH, and/or the SOLAR SYSTEM, was formed.
The PLANT KINGDOM
PLANTS are the (oldest) most ancient form of LIFE found on planet EARTH.
Botanists have found fossils of simple PLANTS that lived more than three (3)
billion years ago, though no one knows exactly what they looked like. PLANTS
grow in almost every part of the EARTH – high on mountain-tops, deep on the
ocean’s floor, in Tropical (hot), Desert (dry), and Polar cold) regions. Some of the
smallest PLANTS called diatoms can be seen only with the microscope, while the
largest of all living things are the Giant Sequoia Trees in California, U.S.A.
NATURE separates the PLANT kingdom into two (2) major sub-Kingdoms
(group), based primarily upon whether or not PIGMENT CELLS (chlorophyll) are
present in the Epidermis Skin (leaves) or Body of the PLANT. Simply put, there are
PLANTS with PIGMENT CELLS, and there are PLANTS with-out.
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GREEN PLANTS called Autotrophs are endowed by NATURE with PIGMENT CELLS
called CHLORO-PHYLL which is found mainly in the Epidermis SKIN (leaves) and
Body of the PLANT. These PIGMENT CELLS (enable) access GREEN PLANTS to the
POWER to CREATE their own food, that is, to feed themselves by converting
(combining) light rays from the SUN, carbon –dioxide from the Air, with Water
and minerals from the EARTH – into organic (food) compound. This LIFEgenerating, Self –sustaining ‘cycle of activities’ powered by the PIGMENT CELLS,
occurs chiefly in the epidermis skin of the PLANT, and serves also/ operates as
NATURE’S Divide Agency or mechanism for ‘creating and diffusing’ oxygen-gas
into the EARTH’S atmosphere for breathing purposes.
Neither MAN nor the ANIMALS can live without oxygen or food, so neither
MAN nor the ANIMAL can survive without the Pigment(ation) activities of Green
Plants. GREEN PLANTS provide MAN and ANIMALS with food and medicine while
releasing crucial Oxygen-gas into the atmosphere for respiration.
The SUN supplies the ENERGY that powers this Cycle of NATURE.

Parasites
NON-GREEN PLANTS are without (lack) Pigment Cells (chlorophyll) in their
SKIN/leaves and/or bodies, and are therefore unable to or lack the POWER to
(create their food,) feed themselves. These plants called Parasites or Saprophytes
exist (survive) in NATURE by feeding upon others; I.e., GREEN PLANTS, or dead
animals.
Like the PLANT kingdom, the Kingdom of MAN (People) is separated by
NATURE into two ((2) major groups based similarly upon whether or not Pigment
Cells are present in the Epidermis SKIN or body of the (person) People.
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III
SKIN: The Outer Covering/Organ of Feeling
SKIN is the word generally used to define the “outer covering” of a person,
animal, fruit, etc. The SKIN is responsible for performing several important
metabolic processes; e.g., regulate body temperature, excrete waste materials,
etc., The SKIN is the largest (in terms of size) Sense Organ found in the body of
MAN. If the SKIN of an adult person were spread out flat, it would cover nearly
eighteen (18) square feet while weighting almost six (6) pound (13.2 kgs.). The
average human brain weighs roughly 1.4kgs., or three (3) pounds. SKIN represents
the ‘primordial organ’ of Sensation because:
1. The SKIN appears in the Embryo of the Fetus, before the emergence of the
Brain, Lungs, Heart, Kidney, etc.;
Structure of BLACKSKIN
The organ SKIN is composed of two (2) layers of cells. The outer- layer is
called Epidermis, below which lies the layer Dermis. The word Dermis is taken
from the original Greek word for ‘skin’. The Greek prefix Epi- meaning ‘outer or
over’, is added to the word dermis to define the outer-layer network of cells.
DERMIS: The Physical (biological) SKIN
The DERMIS is made up of a closely-woven network of connective tissue
from one –sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch thick. Blood vessels, Vessels for
carrying Lymph, Hair follicles, Glands and NERVE CELL- Endings are found in the
layer DERMIS. Any cut which draw blood must be deep enough to penetrate the
DERMIS Skin. On the outer- surface of the DERMIS, are a great many tiny
elevations about two-hundredth of an inch high. These are called Papillae, the
word originating from the French (language) for ‘pimple”. PAPILLAE are the
NERVE CELL Endings of the SKIN that are responsible/ sensitive to the ‘vibrations’
of physical FEELING, or touch. PHYSICAL FEELING, or the sense of touch, brings to
an Individual the immediate consciousness (awareness) of cold, warmth, pain,
pressure, etc.
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EPI-DERMIS: THE Psychological/ E Motional (SPIRITUAL) SKIN
EPIDERMIS is the ‘outer-layer’ of Cells covering the Aspect of the SKIN (Dermis)
responsible for Physical FEELING. The EPIDERMIS is made up of three (3)
individuated tiers of Cells DIFFERING in shape, size, and function. The upper-most
layer of the EPIDERMIS is made up of numerous flat-cells placed side by side like
paving stones in the street. There are twelve (12) to fifteen (15) of these rows
arranged one above the other. Below this layer of cells are several rows of roundcells which grow flatter and flatter towards the surface of the EPIDERMIS. These
cells also become drier as they are pushed upward and outward by the new cells
below. When these cells finally reach the surface of the EPIDERMIS, they are shed
as thin flakes. These flakes are the dead (skin) cells a person often rubs off with a
towel after a bath. The SKIN of BLACK (African) PEOPLE also possess a substance
called TYROSINE. Ultra violet Light from the SUN acts on tyrosine, and transfers it
into the PIGMENT called MELANIN. MELANIN is then deposited/ stored in the
Epidermis SKIN of BLACK PEOPLE.
The MALPIGHIAN LAYER
The deepest (third) layer of the Epidermis SKIN is called the MALPIGHIAN
LAYER. Malpighian means having to do with, or discovered by Marcello Malpighi
(1628-1694), an Italian anatomist. Significantly, there are no blood vessels at the
MALPIGHIAN LAYER. However, the MALPIGHIAN LAYER is made up of Living Cells
which have not become hardened. It consist of columns or rows of NERVE CELL
Endings shaped like post, or cones, suspended in “great deposits” of the BLACK
PIGMENT MELANIN. The SKIN of BLACK (African) PEOPLE possess a substance
called TYROSINE. Ultra violet Light from the SUN acts on tyrosine, and transfers it
into the PIGMENT called MELANIN. MELANIN is then deposited/ stored in the
Epidermis SKIN of BLACK PEOPLE. These specialized PIGMENTED (Melanin-ated)
Cells have the capacity/ ability to absorb (record), store, and release (radiate) all
the varied forms of ENERGY emanating from the SUN, without destroying the
molecular-structure of the Cell itself. The Hair and Nails are also part of the EPIDERMIS that have special functions.
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SKIN: The Organ of FEELING
The sense faculty of FEELING however, operates at minimum on two
(2)Levels of AWARENESS (consciousness). These are:
1. The Awareness of physical FEELING, or Touch, and
2. The Awareness of “non-physical” FEELING, or Intuition, E-Motions. Etc.
Similarly, the Organ of FEELING (SKIN) operates from two (2) distinct layers
of NERVE CELLS.. Since each layer of SKIN is dynamically-different in both
structure and response-potential, then it is logically conceivable that (both) the
two levels of AWARENESS have their Neurological Foundation firmly rooted to a
specific layer of SKIN. In other words, the layer DERMIS is responsible/ sensitive
to Physical FEELING while the layer EPI-DERMIS is responsive/ sensitive to
“nonphysical” (psychic, intuitive, etc.) FEELINGS.
On MELANIN
The word MELANIN comes from the Greek word melanos- which means
BLACK. MELANIN is found in the heart, liver, intestines, muscles, nerves, and in
twelve (12) locations (centers) within the Brain of BLACK PEOPLE. Pigment
MELANIN ‘increases the speed’ of Brain and Nerves- messages which are
transmitted throughout the bodily network. Derivatives of MELANIN can also be
found in the Blood, Hormones, and Cerebro-spinal fluid. MELANIN has been found
in the oceans, the soil, our food, particularly GREENS, banana, and eggs-plants.
MELANIN can re-arrange its chemical structure to absorb All ENERGY across the
radiant-energy spectrum. This includes forms of ENERGY such as sound (music/
ultrasonic), radar waves, Radio/ TV waves, microwaves, thermal radiant heat,
visible light, X-rays, cosmic rays, ultra-violet light, electro- magnetic energy and
the EARTH’s magnetic-energy. MELANIN is influenced by Light rays, Sound
vibrations, and by the Electro-Magnetic fields of the EARTH. MELANIN is the most
important, most complex, and the most perfect molecule found in the body of
MAN.
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IV
On BLACKSKIN PIGMENTATION
Like the (Papillae) Nerve Cell System of the DERMIS SKIN, it is
physiologically conceivable that the NERVE CELL Endings of the EPIDERMIS SKIN
are also sensitive/responsible to ‘rates of vibration’ of a more subtle NATURE –
reaching perhaps ‘outside/ beyond the boundaries’ of Physical FEELING, and into
the dimensions/ realm of “nonphysical” FEELING, invisible thought, mind, spirit,
and/or SOUL.
In addition, like the Pigment Cells (Chlorophyll) of GREEN PLANTS, it is
psychologically conceivable that the MELANINATED Pigment Cells of BLACK
PEOPLE are/could be genetically responsible for higher/deeper psychophysiological (spiritual) activities that may prove vital to the future survival and
development of ALL Pigmented People. Furthermore, separate and apart from
the two (2) established major Nerve (cell) Systems of the body i.e., the Brain and
Spinal column, it is theoretically conceivable that the Melanin-ated Pigment Nerve
(Cells-Endings) System found in the EPIDERMIS SKIN could form and provide:
1. A Neurological structure or Frame-work upon which the original Divine (
PSYCHE) I-NTELLIGENCE/SOUL of BLACK PEOPLE is rooted/established;
2. A primordial MEMORY-SYSYEM that is capable of absorbing (recording) and
storing FEELINGS- that is, the “collective ancestral experiences” stored as
RACIAL MEMORIES;
3. An Extra (additional) Sensory Perceptual (ESP) system or apparatus, giving
rise to the POWERS of inner-vision, clairvoyance, telementation, etc. and
4. There exist two (2) major Nerve-cell system located in the organ SKIN that
are responsive/ sensitive to the vibrations of FEELING (touch) – in the
widest possible terms.
“The BLACKSKIN of African people is falsely attributed to the SUN and heat od
Africa. Actual-ly (in reality), the black-ness of the African SKIN comes from the
highly excited Pineal (eye) Body of African People and not from the fact that they
are from Africa. The location of this EYE (1), which is the center of the Brain, is
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called the ‘cradle of God’ by the Ancients.”2 Hence, the BLACK of the SKIN is
neither a ‘curse of NATURE’, a Hue of light, nor the “opposite” of white. Instead,
the BLACKNESS of the SKIN demonstrates:
1. The complete absorption of visible light (state of darkness) by the Pigment
MELANIN;
2. Of Acts to protect the DERMOS SKIN from the harmful effects Solar
Radiation (e.g., skin cancer), and possess
3. The ability to manufacture the mineral calcium that goes to the bones of
the body.
BLACKSKIN PEOPLE, otherwise called Africans, Egyptians, Nubians, Ethiopians,
etc., are endowed by their NATURE/CREATOR with Pigment(ed) Nerve-cell
endings functioning from the MALPIGHIAN LAYER of the SKIN, thereby EM-POWERING PEOPLE of BLACKSKIN PIGMENTATION with the ‘divine inspiration’ to
FEEL the “inner-vibration” generated by the SKIN, ENVIRON-MENTAL SPACE and
TIME.
NON-BLACK PEOPLE called Hue-men , Aryans, Caucasians, etc., lack by NATURE/
are with-out Pigment Cells in their SKIN and/ or bodies, and are:
1. Unable to utilize Ultra-violet light to manufacture calcium;
2. Unable to naturally protect their DERMIS SKIN from the harmful effects os
solar radiation;
3. Unable to absorb, store, or re-use the radiant ENERGY from the SUN, and
4. Unable ‘to feel’ the “inner-vibes” created by the Pigmentation of the
EPIDERMIS skin.
NATURE has endowed ‘special’ PLANTS and ‘certain’ PEOPLE with Divine
Powers of CREATIVITY, SURVIVAL and FEELING – inspired by the ’spiritual
activities’ of the Pigment Cells located in their EPIDERMIS SKIN. Thus, the Nature
and Function(s) of the Pigment Cells of the SKIN provide conclusive evidence to
support the genetically-superior Physical, Mental, Psychological , and Spiritual
“differences” that exist between the KINGDOM of MAN / People with BLACKSKIN
PIGMENTATION, and those with-out.
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ON BLACK
BLACK
Is Not the opposite
Of white,
BLACK is
The Absorption of
Light;
BLACKNESS
Is Not evil,
EVIL is the opposite of
Right
Light
Is Not white,
And white is Not right
DARKNESS
Is Not the opposite of Right;
DARKNESS is the opposite
of
Light.
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